Second-harmonic generation (SHG) in the limit of large phase mismatch, given by Afl=/3-2,81, effectively induces a Kerr-like nonlinear phase shift on the fundamental wave (FW). The phase mismatch determines the sign and magnitude of the effective Kerr nonlinearity, making large negative phase shifts accessible. This self-defocusing nonlinearity can be used to compress a pulse when combined with normal dispersion, and problems normally encountered due to selffocusing in cubic media are avoided. Thus, having no power limit, in bulk media a self-defocusing soliton compressor can create high-energy near single-cycle fs pulses [1]. However, the group-velocity mismatch (GVM) between the FW and second harmonic (SH), given by the inverse group velocity difference d12=l1Vg 1-lVg,2, limits the pulse quality and compression ratio. Especially very short input pulses (<100 fs) experience a Raman-like effect with a characteristic time TR,SHG=21dl2l/Af [1c]. Here we address the limits imposed by GVM by using thermally-poled silica photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) 
TR,SHG=21dl2l/Af [1c] . Here we address the limits imposed by GVM by using thermally-poled silica photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) for cascaded quadratic (X2):X2)) soliton compression. In standard silica fibers strong effective quadratic nonlinearities around 1 pm/V have been created with poling. PCFs are instead interesting because they have very strong wave-guide dispersion that can be tailored: for SHG index-guiding silica PCFs with a triangular hole-arrangement can have zero GVM for any FW wavelength k1>780 nm by adjusting the PCF hole pitch A and hole diameter d [2] . Our simulations predict that high-quality compression to few-cycle pulses in poled PCFs is possible. Such a waveguided geometry can extend the compression technique to lower-energy pulses and produce uniformly compressed beams.
The system is modeled by generalized coupled nonlinear Schrodinger equations with quadratic nonlinear terms, selfsteepening Based on Ref. [2] , Table 1 shows selected PCF designs with medium, small and zero GVM. We had to choose a low pitch A to have both reduced GVM and normal dispersion. The GVM reduction was unfortunately accompanied by large phase mismatches >100 71/mm. Thus, achieving A?,B>A/? would require unrealistically large deffvalues (3-5 pm/V).
With a more realistic deff l pm/V, Afl,<Afl, so no compression would occur. We solve this issue by using quasi-phase matching (QPM), where a grating on the quadratic nonlinearity with pitch AQPM gives an effective phase mismatch Afleff=A/B-2WT/AQPM. AQPM is then adjusted so Afleff<AfC, where AP,c is found by taking into account that QPM effectively reduces deff by 2/72. To stay in the cascading limit (A/?eff>>O), a slightly "mismatched" grating is used AQpM#&2n/lAfil. 
